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Consider the map from the fine interior of a compact set to the measures on 
the tine boundary given by Balayage of the unit point mass onto the fine boundary 
(the Keldych measure). It is shown that for any point in the domain there is a 
compact fine neighborhood of the point on which the map is continuous from 
the initial topology on the compact set to the norm topology on measures. 
In this paper we only prove a rather special case, the method could easily be 
generalized to more abstract potential spaces. One consequence of this result is 
a Hartog-type theorem for finely harmonic functions. We use the Hartog 
theorem, rational approximation theory, and results proved in a previous 
paper by the author to prove that the derivative of a finely holomorphic function 
exists everywhere and is finely holomorphic. 
INTRODUCTION 
Choose a compact subset K of C, and let k be a point in the fine interior K’ 
of K. There is a compact fine neighborhood L of k in K’ such that if m, denotes 
the unique Keldych (or Balayage) measure for z on the fine boundary $K of K, 
the set of m, with I in L is a uniformly tight set of measures on t3,K. As L is 
compact and disjoint from 3,K this is a powerful observation. A consequence 
of this result is that m: L + M(B,K) (the probability measures on the Keldych 
or fine boundary of K) is continuous from the initial topology on L to the norm 
topology on M(iT,K). This result can be generalized to more abstract spaces. 
A consequence of the above result is that one can prove a Hartog-type theorem 
for bounded functions harmonic in each variable separately. The Banach 
approximation property for T-invariant algebras allows one to prove that, under 
certain conditions, a finely holomorphic function has a finely holomorphic 
derivative [for definitions, etc., see 31. Another easier result shows that the 
conditions referred to above always hold and we conclude that if f is finely 
holomorphic on some finely open set U, then f’ exists every where on U, 
fY-4 = z,‘z lim f(4 -fW) z-z’ ’ 
in fine topology 
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f’ is finely holomorphic and f can be recovered from f’ by stochastic inte- 
gration. 
1. PROBABILITY MEASURES ON POLISH SPACES, AN APPLICATION TO 
POTENTIAL THEORY 
Recall the following theorem of Fuglede [I]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let U be afinely open subset (of C in this case, but in general of a 
harmonic space with a countable base and satisfying the domination axiom), and let 
f map U into A’ a separable metrizable space, then for each u in U there is a compact 
jine neighborhood L, of u in U such that f  1 L, is continuous in the initial topology. 
The most common applications are for X either @ or a countable product of 
copies of C. We shall use the result on a polish space obtained more abstractly. 
Consider again a compact set Kin C. Debiard and Gaveau [4] note in Lemma 2 
that the fine and Keldych boundary of K coincide; it follows that there is a 
unique harmonic measure mk supported on a,K for any point k in K. mk can 
be identified as the first exit distribution of 2,” from K’ or K. (K’ denotes the 
fine interior of K; Ztk denotes complex Brownian motion conditioned to start 
at k.) It is noted in [5] that a,K is a G, . 
LEMMA 1.2. m: K’ - M(a,K) is ($ne, 11 11) continuous. 
Proof. Fix k in K’ and E > 0, by the Blumenthal O-l law; one may choose 
an R such that at least when y  = k 
P(Q hits CK’ before ( Ztg - k 1 exceeds R) < E. (1) 
As the left-hand side of the above equation is finely harmonic on K’ r‘l 
(1 z - k / < R} it is finely continuous there. Consequently there is a fine 
neighborhood L of k, compact in the initial topology such that (1) holds for all 
y  in L. (This remark is used again in the final result of this paper.) 
As K is bounded it is easily seen that there is an r < R such that m,({z: 1 z - ii / 
< r}) < 2~ for all 2 in L. Let n, denote the hitting measure of 2” on (1 z - k j 3 
dim K} u (arK n (1 z - k 1 2 Y}), then by the above inequality 11 m, ~ n, I/ < 4~ 
for all I in L. Now n: .z --j n, is continuous from (z; 1 z - k 1 < r} with the 
initial topology to the norm topology. Thus we may choose s < Y such that 
)I n, - n, 1) < E for all z such that / x - k 1 < s. 
We have shown that if I is in L and 1 k - I 1 < s, then 11 m, - m, /j is less than 
9~, and thus k - m, is (fine, norm) continuous. 
We would like to deduce that for each k in K’ there is a fine neighborhood of !z 
in K’ on which m is (initial, norm) continuous. We cannot directly apply 
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Theorem 1.1 because M(8K) is not separable under the norm topology. Recall 
from [6] the following results. 
Let X be a metrizable space, and M(X) the probability measure on X, C,(X) 
the bounded continuous functions on X. 
THEOREM 1.3. M(X) can be metrized as a separable metric space under 
o(M(x), C,(X)) if and only if X is separable. 
Proof. Theorem 6.2 p. 43 of [6]. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a separable and completely met&able space and let 
rC M(X). Then a necessary and suficient conditionfor p(“(X)*Ca(X)) to be a(M(X), 
C,(X)) compact is that for all E > 0 there exists a compact set K, C X such that 
M(K,) > I - E for all m in F. 
Proof. Theorem 6.7 p. 47 of [6]. 
In other words r is relatively compact if and only if it is uniformly tight. 
We can now combine these Theorems with Theorem 1 .l and Lemma 1.2 to 
obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let k be in K’. There exists a fine neighbovhoodL of k, compact 
in the initial topology, such that (m, , 1 in L} is uniformly tight on +K. 
Proof. a,K is a Ga . It is also a subspace of a separable metric space so it 
is a separable completely metrizable space. Theorem 1.4 implies that the 
probability measures on a,K are also a separable metrizable space under the 
weak (i.e., u(M(B,K), C,(B,K))) topology. 
Lemma 1.2 implies that m: K’ + M(B,K) is (fine, weak) continuous. We can 
thus apply Theorem 1.1 to find a compact fine neighborhood L of K on which m 
is (initial, weak) continuous, and in particular m(L) is weakly compact so 
Theorem 1.4 implies that m(L) is uniformly tight on a,K. 
COROLLARY 1.6. m / L is continuous from the initial topology on L to the norm 
topology on M(B,K). 
Proof. Choose 1’ in L. Fix E > 0. There is a compact set E in a,K such that 
m,(E) > 1 - E for all I in L. As E is compact there is a minimum distance d > 0 
between L and E. 
Fix a large open ball B containing K. Let n, be the hitting measure of 2” on 
CB u E, that is, n, is the harmonic measure for z on B,(B\E). /j m, - nl 11 is 
always less than 2~ on L. It is easy to see that n is a continuous map on B\E. 
We can thus find a 6 > 0 such that if 1 1 - I’ 1 < 6, then jl n, - n,’ 11 < E. 
Combining the two inequalities on measures in the obvious way we have 
// m, ~ m,’ 11 < 5~ if 1 I - I’ / < 6 and 2 is in L. E was arbitary so the corollary 
is proven. 
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We use this result to prove the following Hartog-type theorem which we 
will find useful in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let G map U x V to 02, where U and V are finely open 
subsets of @. Suppose that G( U x V) is bounded in C and that for all u in U and v  
in V the composition maps G 0 1, and G 0 1, are f;nely harmonic, where 1, and 1, 
are defined by 
1,: v-t u x v  
and 
1,: u+ u x v  
v  -+ (4 4 24. + (u, v). 
Fix (OL, /3) in U x V, one may choose compact fine neighborhoods K, of a in U 
and Ke of /I in V such that G 1 K, x Ke is continuous from the product of the 
initial (or usual) topologies on K, and Ke into @. 
COROLLARY 1.8. G is jointly continuous in the fine topology. 
Proof of Corollary. This is a weaker assertion than the conclusion of 1.7. 
Proof of 1.7. Because G is bounded we may choose K, a compact fine 
neighborhood of 01 such that (G 0 l,)(k) = j (G o 1,) dm,e for K in K, and 
similarly for /3 (bounded local martingales are martingales). By Theorem 1.6 we 
may choose L, and LB compact fine neighborhoods of cz and fl such that ma [ Le 
are continuous from the initial to norm topologies. I claim that G J L, x Le is 
continuous from L, x Le in the product of the initial topologies to C. Fix E > 0 
and (k, , ke) in L, x L,; we may choose a 6 such that // rnh - nz& /I < E for all 
1, inL, which are within 6 of k, and similarly for /I. Suppose / 1, - k, / < 8 and 
11, - k, / < 6. Then 
I G(tx > 44 - G(kx > &,)I < I W > k,J - We , &JI + I G(kol > 4 - G(4,&4 
< 2 sup I G 1 E. 
L&B 
G is thus jointly continuous on L, x Le and the theorem is proved. After seeing 
this result in manuscript Fuglede has pointed out that it suffices that G o Z, is 
finely harmonic for all u, and that G 0 Z, be finely continuous for all v. This can 
be proved using the fact that {G 0 1, : u E U) is a relatively compact subset of 
C(W 
2. APPLICATIONS TO FINELY HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
Recall from [3] the definition of fJ( U) the finely holomorphic functions on U 
a finely open set in C. As noted there it suffices when looking at local properties 
of functions in O(U) to consider A,(K). A,(K) consists of the continuous 
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functions on K which are finely holomorphic on K’ the fine interior of K. In [3] 
we proved that for each point K in K’ there is a continuous functional D, mapping 
A,(K) -+ Q=. D, was point differentiation at K. We also proved (this was crucial) 
that A,(K) was T-invariant. 
Fix K in K’; suppose I[ D, I/ is bounded on L a fine neighborhood of k, we 
deduced that there must exist M another compact fine neighborhood of k in L 
such that for allf in A,(K), G,: M x M --t @ is a bounded function given by 
G,(Z, I’) =(f(Z) - f(Z’))/(Z- I’), Gf(Z, I) is defined by fine harmonic continuation. 
Fix Z and Gf is finely holomorphic in Z’ (even at I) and similarly fix I’ and Gf is 
finely holomorphic in Z. We are now in the position to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider K compact in Cc, and k in K’, then if 11 D, 11 is bounded 
in some f;ne neighborhood of k, (Dl f) is $neZy holomorphic in a fine neighborhood 
of k. In particular, Dtf isJinely holomorphic on the open set of k in K’for which 
j/ D, /j is$neZy locally bounded. 
Proof. Fix k in K’ and suppose II D1 11 is bounded on a fine neighborhood of k; 
then we may find a compact fine neighborhood L of k such that 
G,: L x L -+ C has bounded range. 
Theorem 1.7 implies that there is a compact fine neighborhood M of k on 
which Gj is continuous from the product of the initial topology of M with itself. 
Let A and B be uniformly closed subalgebras of C(X) and C(Y), respectively. 
A sufficient condition for the closed linear span of A @ B in C(X x Y) to equal 
{f E C(X x Y) such that f (., 6) is in A for all b and f (a, .) is in B for all a} 
is that A has the Banach approximation property. T-invariant subalgebras of 
C(K) have the Banach approximation property. For a proof of these two results 
see [2]. We are now finished because G(m, .) is in A,(M) and similarly G(., m), 
but G is in C(M x M) so G is in the closed linear span of A,(M) @ A,(M). 
Let x2ilfni . gni converge to G uniformly, then as i tends to co 
~fnYm) g,“(m) - Gh 4 = f’(m) 
uniformly on M. Thus, f’ is in A,(M). 
We shall now make use of the observation made in the proof of Lemma 1.2 
to show that the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2.2. I/ D, 11 is jinely locally bounded on K’; thus the derivative of a 
jinely hoZomorphic function is $neZy holomorphic. 
Proof. Recall from [2] that 
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where C is independent of K (or even of the particular T-invariant algebra) and 
Enk are concentric annuli of conformal radius a < 1 centered on k, that is, 
En" = {zx; a” < / z - K ) ,( an-l}. As proved in [3], aa,(&En”) ,( Cap(Enk\ 
K’), the logarithmic capacity of Enk\K’. As k is in K’ we apply Weiner’s criterion 
to deduce that 
c log Cap(i,K\K’) < *’ 
This implies that 
-n 
log Cap(E,“\K’) 
-0 as n--t co. 
First, let us suppose that for each E > 0 and each k in K’ one may choose 
N, and L, so that for all n 3 N, and 1 in L, 
Then II 4 II G CE? a-2n K+&&~) + CZ~c+l a-2ne-nlt for 1 in L, . Choose E 
small enough to make the second sum finite. The first sum is bounded by 
C N,a-2Nc, and thus Ij D, Ij is uniformly bounded on L, , which proves the 
theorem under the supposition (*). 
To prove (*) we compare -n/C log Cap(L n E,“) and the probability that 
Z” hits L n En”. Fix r > 0, then P(Z” hits ( z - k / = r before quitting K) 
is greater than P(P hits 1 z - k I = Y before hitting (E,\K’)). Moreover one 
may find N, and C such that 
P(Zk hits / z - k I = Y before L n E,) > 
C log CaiFL n E,“) 
for all n > N, , and for all Bore1 sets L. By the note in Lemma 1.2 we may 
choose Y so as to make P(.P hits I z - k 1 = Y before hitting CK’) less than E. 
It follows by arguments that are now routine that there is a compact fine neigh- 
borhood L, of k on which the same estimate holds. Thus 
for all 1 in L, and all n 3 N, . 
The theorem is now proved. 
A finely holomorphic function is thus infinitely differentiable everywhere 
and each derivative is finely holomorphic. It would be interesting to know 
whether the values of the derivatives at a point determine the function globally 
as in the classical theory. 
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APPENDIX 
The following result was used in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA. Let F, be a Bore1 set in the annulus {z: 1 z 1 E (a”, a+l)}, then one 
may jind C, N, such that 
P(Z” hits F, before 1 z 1 = r) 3 c logTrp(Fn) 
for all n > N, and C does not depend on F, , n, or Y. 
Proof. It suffices to consider F, compact. 
P”(hit F, before / z 1 = r) = (GB,p)(0) Cap,?(F,), (*I 
where TV is the equilibrium probability measure on F, . B, denotes the ball of 
radius Y centered at zero. Put 
v, = vid?f$F ) “2’ s -log 1 z - w 1 dv(w). n 
Choose E > 0. There exists a measure v  on F, such that 
* v, + E > sup 
z J 
-log / z - w 1 dv(w) 
2 sup 2 s --log I x - w I + Wag I ZT,,+, - w I) ddw) 
SUP I Wag I ZT,+, - w I)1 
z in B, 
w in F, 
3 sup{G,~v(x)) - log / r - urL I 
z 
1 
ZqBJq- 
log/r-ua”l. 
Kow E was arbitrary so 
v, > l CapBr(Fn) - log / Y  - a” I (u < 1). 
Fix C < 1. Because Cap,JF,) < lj(n - Y) we may find nrc such that ViFn >, 
C/Cap, (F,) for all n > nTc. Cross-multiply to get CapBv(F,) 3 C/-log Cap(F,). 
We wish to apply (*). Note that Gs f&)(O) 2 n - (Y + 1) so choose NTc bigger 
than nrc and such that NrC - (Y $ 1) > C . Nrc. 
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We then deduce that 
PO(hit F, before 1 z 1 = r) 3 C%t 
--log Cap(F,J 
for all TZ > NTc. Q.E.D. 
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